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[AUD] $249
[NZD] $293

UVgun125

IUV125

UVgun400

IUV400

Powerful 400W UV projector with wide 
dispersion angle. UVgun400 is fitted with an aluminum reflector 
and integral ballast. There is easy lamp replacement access from the front, 
via the removable lens protection mesh. 
Lamp is included.

Replacement Lamp: 
400W UV (BX-XPW-400)

125W UV projector with large aluminum 
reflector for maximum beam dispersion. 
Economical and compact. 
Includes 125W UV Lamp which can be easily replaced from the front of 
the fixture via the removable lens protection mesh.

Replacement Lamp:
125W UV (BX-XPW-125)

75WStrobe

IE75B

Sunshine
Strobe

IBF-075

The standard in 75W strobes. 
Variable speed flash (1-12 fps). 
Features Xenon Helical lamp, 1/4inch Jack, 
on board flash speed control. 
Optional remote control via Strobe Ignitor (IBF-04D)

Replacement Lamp: BX-PX-75

GigaStrobe
DMX

IBF-1500ND[DMX]

GigaStrobe
0-10V

IBF-1500NA

Strobe
Ignitor

IBF-04D

GigaStrobe
750W

IBF-750D[DMX]

All the rage, the economical 75W strobe in a 
designer housing. Optional lens in available five colors. 
On the rear there is a variable speed control (1-12 flashes/sec) 
and two 1/4” jack sockets for remote control and linking. 

Replacement Lamp: BX-PX-75

Optional Lens Caps
IBF-075D-Y (Yellow)  IBF-075D-G (Green)    
IBF-075D-M (Magenta)  IBF-075D-R (Red)  IBF-075D-B (Blue)

1500W 2 channel DMX controlled strobe.
4 – 8 strobes can be linked in master slave mode.
Operate with pre programmed show, when multiple strobes are connected.
Thermal cut out switch for overheat protection.

Compatible with CA-8 Easy Controller.

Size: 448 x 126 x115mm
Weight: 4.4 kg

1500W stand alone strobe.
Flash rate 1 -12 flashes per second.
Thermal cut out switch for overheat protection.
Easy access door for lamp changing.

Size: 448 x 126 x 115mm
Weight: 5.0 kg

Control both DMX and 0-10V strobes from 
this unique controller. There are four 1/4” jack outputs for analogue strobes, 
and a DMX output that can control a further 4 strobes (2 DMX channels each)/Strobe Ignitor 
features ten built-in chase programs which can be triggered automatically or via music trigger. 
There are controls for instant blackout, momentary flash, as well as controls for flash speed and 
flash intensity (for compatible DMX strobes).

750W 2 channel DMX controlled strobe
4 – 8 strobes can be linked in master slave mode.
Operate with pre programmed show, when multiple strobes are connected.
Thermal cut out switch for overheat protection.

Compatible with CA-8 Easy Controller.

Size: 303mm x 126mm x 115mm
Weight: 3.9 kg
 

[AUD] $119
[NZD] $140

[AUD] $370
[NZD] $435

[AUD] $113
[NZD] $133

[AUD] $199
[NZD] $234

[AUD] $299
[NZD] $352

[AUD] $138
[NZD] $162

[AUD] $249
[NZD] $393


